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Abstract. The Earth’s climate system is highly nonlinear: inputs and outputs are not proportional,
change is often episodic and abrupt, rather than slow and gradual, and multiple equilibria are the
norm. While this is widely accepted, there is a relatively poor understanding of the different types of
nonlinearities, how they manifest under various conditions, and whether they reflect a climate system
driven by astronomical forcings, by internal feedbacks, or by a combination of both. In this paper, after a brief tutorial on the basics of climate nonlinearity, we provide a number of illustrative examples
and highlight key mechanisms that give rise to nonlinear behavior, address scale and methodological
issues, suggest a robust alternative to prediction that is based on using integrated assessments within
the framework of vulnerability studies and, lastly, recommend a number of research priorities and
the establishment of education programs in Earth Systems Science. It is imperative that the Earth’s
climate system research community embraces this nonlinear paradigm if we are to move forward in
the assessment of the human influence on climate.

1. Introduction
Nonlinear phenomena characterize all aspects of global change dynamics, from
the Earth’s climate system to human decision-making (Gallagher and Appenzeller,
1999). Past records of climate change are perhaps the most frequently cited examples of nonlinear dynamics, especially where certain aspects of climate, e.g.,
Climatic Change 65: 11–38, 2004.
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the thermohaline circulation of the North Atlantic ocean, suggest the existence
of thresholds, multiple equilibria, and other features that may result in episodes
of rapid change (Stocker and Schmittner, 1997). As described in Kabat et al.
(2003), the Earth’s climate system includes the natural spheres (e.g., atmosphere,
biosphere, hydrosphere and geosphere), the anthrosphere (e.g., economy, society,
culture), and their complex interactions (Schellnhuber, 1998). These interactions
are the main source of nonlinear behavior, and thus one of the main sources of
uncertainty in our attempts to predict the effects of global environmental change.
In sharp contrast to familiar linear physical processes, nonlinear behavior in the
climate results in highly diverse, usually surprising and often counterintuitive observations, so it is important, before embarking on the discussion of data, that we
agree on a few basic characteristics of nonlinear climate.
1.1. LINEAR AND NONLINEAR SYSTEMS
Even an elementary description of Earth’s climate system must deal with the fact
that it is composed of the above subsystems all interconnected and open, allowing
fluxes of mass, energy and momentum from and to each other (see Figure 1). Since
the Earth itself is a closed system, these fluxes eventually cycle through, so that
outputs re-enter the system to become inputs, creating feedbacks and feedback
chains. Eventually, each subsystem affects the response of every other subsystem
and of the climate as a whole. It is this cross talk among the different parts of
the climate that engenders the disproportionate relations between input and output
typical of a nonlinear system. The phrase ‘the whole is more than the sum of its
parts’ underscores the failure of the principle of superposition in a nonlinear system
such as the climate. In sharp contrast, where superposition is valid the whole is
exactly equal to the sum of its parts. The system is linear and there is no cross talk;
each part behaves as if it were acting alone.
How do we tell when there is nonlinearity in the climate we observe? There
are at least three important observable characteristics that separate linear from
nonlinear systems, all of which are exemplified in the data to be discussed.
(1) While linear systems typically show smooth, regular motion in space and
time that can be described in terms of well-behaved, continuous functions, nonlinear systems often undergo sharp transitions, even in the presence of steady forcing.
These transitions usually result from crossing unstable equilibrium thresholds (e.g.,
abrupt climate change, as described by Alley et al., 2003).
(2) The response of a linear system to small changes in its parameters or to
changes in external forcing is usually smooth and proportionate to the stimulation.
In contrast, nonlinear systems are such that a very small change in some parameters
can cause great qualitative differences in the resulting behavior (chaos) as suggested for instance by fluid dynamic models of atmospheric convection (Lorenz,
1963).
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Figure 1. Structure of CLIMBER-2, an Earth System Model of Intermediate Complexity (EMIC;
Claussen et al., 2002). The model consists of four modules which describe the dynamics of the
climate components atmosphere, ocean, terrestrial vegetation, and inland ice. These components
interact via fluxes of energy, momentum (e.g., wind stress on the ocean), water (e.g., precipitation,
snow, and evaporation), and carbon. Also, the land-surface structure is allowed to change in the case
of changes in vegetation cover or the emergence and melting of inland ice masses, for example.
The interaction between climate components is described in a so-called Soil Vegetation Atmosphere
Transfer Scheme (SVAT). CLIMBER-2 is driven by insolation (which can vary owing to changes
in the Earth orbit or in the solar energy flux), by the geothermal heat flux (which is very small, but
important in the long run for inland ice dynamics), and by changes imposed on the climate system
by human activities (such as land use or emission of greenhouse gases (GHG) and aerosols).

(3) After transients dissipate, an oscillatory linear system’s frequency always
equals that of the forcing, while the spectral response of a nonlinear system to
oscillatory external forcing usually exhibits frequencies not present in the forcing
(such as combination tones), phase and frequency coupling, synchronization and
other indications of nonlinearity often detected in past climate data (e.g., Pisias et
al., 1990).
1.2. CHAOS AND COMPLEXITY
Thus, nonlinearity gives rise to unexpected structures and events in the form of
abrupt transitions across thresholds, unexpected oscillations, and chaos (Kaplan
and Glass, 1995). Actually, the climate system is not only chaotic, it is also
‘complex’ (Rind, 1999), in the sense that it is composed of many parts whose
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interactions can, through a process still not completely understood (Cowan et al.,
1999), provoke spontaneous self-organization and the emergence of coherent, collective phenomena that can be described only at higher levels than those of the
individual parts (Goldenfeld and Kadanoff, 1999). Therefore, it is useful to establish for clarity’s sake that chaos and complexity are different aspects of nonlinear
response. Chaos refers to simple systems that exhibit complicated behavior, such
as the intricate time series produced by a dripping faucet, the unpredictable oscillations of a double pendulum, or the random behavior of populations in models of
logistic growth (May, 1976). Conversely, complexity refers to complicated systems
that exhibit simple, so-called emergent behavior. For instance, in the highly complex tectonic-geologic subsystem, the emergent behavior is an earthquake, in the
world economy, a stock market crash, and in the biosphere, a massive extinction.
In the climate system, abrupt climate change is a likely example of unpredictable
emergent behavior. In fact, observations indicate that the climate system is, and
has been for millions of years, riddled with episodes of abrupt change, ranging
form large, sudden global warming episodes (e.g., the end of the last ice age), to
drastic and rapid regional changes in the hydroclimatic cycle, precipitation and
aridity (e.g., the expansion of the Sahara). Because of their obvious importance in
understanding future climate trends, these and other examples of abrupt climate
change are discussed in this paper.
Within the climate system chaotic behavior exhibits sensitive dependence to
initial conditions, confinement and typical aperiodicity. This is to say that tiny differences in initial states can exponentially blow up to big differences in later states,
but the values of the relevant variables remain confined within fixed boundaries,
never exactly repeating. In the climate system, and as we shall soon discuss, plausible examples of chaos are ENSO (El Niño, Southern Oscillation) and NAO (North
Atlantic Oscillation). In fact, simple deterministic models that exhibit chaotic
behavior qualitatively reproduce the irregular oscillations of ENSO for strong coupling between ocean and atmosphere (e.g., Tziperman et al., 1994). ENSO may
in fact be chaotic in the sense that the equatorial Pacific climate may flip in a
chaotic way (randomly) from one to another of its three preferred quasi-stable
states (normal, La Niña, El Niño).
1.3. FEEDBACKS AND THRESHOLDS
Although chaotic dynamics and emergent properties may be surmised from data
interpretation and from the comparison of data to models, feedbacks are the only
climate processes whose presence and effects can often be quantified and, in some
cases understood with almost certainty. In this paper we illustrate how the presence
of several types of amplifying (positive) and controlling (negative) feedbacks, some
physical (ice sheet-albedo interaction), some biogeophysical (albedo-vegetation interaction), and some biogeochemical (anthropogenic gases-atmosphere interaction)
can be deduced from observations. Feedbacks are the most likely processes behind
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most of the nonlinearities in the climate. The relatively stable global temperature
and benign climate the earth has enjoyed for billions of years is testimony to the
action of regulating negative feedbacks which balance and neutralize amplifying
(explosive) positive feedbacks continuously (e.g., Watson and Lovelock, 1984). It
is quite likely that such a continuously active regulating feedback mechanism failed
to develop in Venus, leading to the present hellish environment of its surface. We
can then imagine that nature has arranged things in such way that on Earth, and
on the average, the net climate-driving feedback is negative, slightly stronger than
the net positive feedback, at least for small values of some (external or internal)
forcing. It is when the forcing grows to a point in which the positive feedback takes
over that its explosive amplification produces the nonlinear effects that we see in
the data. Thus, a critical threshold may in fact be the point at which the two competing feedback effects are just balanced. Since there are countless feedbacks and
thresholds, rapid amplification of potentially exploding variables becomes highly
probable, and sharp, abrupt climate change should then be the norm, as appears to
be suggested by the past records of climate change. We must emphasize however
that there is as yet no basic understanding of abrupt climate change (Clark et al.,
2002).
1.4. PAPER ORGANIZATION
The goal of this paper is to discuss key issues and questions related to nonlinearity
in the Earth’s climate system and its implications in global climate change research.
First, we discuss examples of nonlinear climate response from observations of
abrupt climate change detected in both pre-historic and recent time series (Examples 2.1–2.5). Next we discuss models of coupled ocean and atmosphere mediated
by chaotic dynamics (Examples 3.1–3.2). Finally we look at nonlinearities in the
carbon cycle and the effects of biogeochemical feedbacks in models of present and
future climate change (Examples 4.1–4.4).
After the examples, we address scale and methodological issues as related to
some of the challenges in predicting the consequences of human actions on the
Earth’s climate system. For example, given the nearly certain occurrence of sudden
transitions between climate states, is ‘prediction’ per se achievable? We suggest
an alternative – and highly robust – approach using integrated assessments within
the framework of vulnerability studies, the details of which we then discuss and
justify. To conclude we provide a series of recommendations for research priorities,
including elucidating potential sources of nonlinearity, identifying key feedbacks
and linkages in the Earth’s climate system, and establishing Earth Systems Science
programs in order to provide the next generation of scientists a more complete view
on this crucial topic.
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2. Nonlinearity, Abrupt Climate Change and Feedbacks in Past and Present
Climate Time Series
2.1. THE NONLINEAR PACEMAKER OF THE ICE AGES
Nature has been performing climate experiments for millions of years, and many of
the results are recorded in deep-sea sediments and ice cores (e.g., Cronin, 1999). It
is therefore important that we begin our discussion describing paleoclimate data to
provide a historical perspective. As we shall see, the paleoclimate records suggest
a strongly nonlinear, complex climate system.
The ice ages of the Pleistocene are remarkable quasi-periodic events of past
global climate change. At their peak global mean temperature was over 4 ◦ C lower
than today, and enormous ice sheets several kilometers thick covered most of northern North America and Eurasia. However, the records of the ice ages are far from
understood, mostly because the response of the climate to the presumed forcing
(secular changes in Earth’s orbital eccentricity, spin axis, and precession) appears
to be strongly nonlinear. For instance, it is well known that while the main driving
frequency of the ice ages is about 100 ky (1 ky = 1,000 years) the timing between
consecutive glacial periods has been steadily increasing from ∼80 ky to ∼120 ky
over the last ∼500 ky (Raymo, 1997; Petit et al., 1999). This feature, plus the near
absence of a large response at the strongest eccentricity forcing period (413 ky) and
the presence of significant variance at frequencies not present in the orbital forcing,
are strong evidence of nonlinearity in the climate’s response to orbital forcing
(e.g., Nobes et al., 1991; Ghil, 1994). To explain these nonlinear features, Rial
(1999) introduced the idea that the climate system transforms the astronomically
amplitude-modulated insolation into frequency modulated fluctuations of global
ice mass. This is frequency modulation entirely analogous to the electronic process
by which the frequency of a carrier signal is changed in proportion to the amplitude
of a relatively lower frequency signal, as in FM radio and television broadcasting.
Many well-known properties of FM signals are in fact fully consistent with features of the paleoclimate data that have puzzled researchers for years, such as the
above mentioned varying duration of the ice age cycle, the presence of combination
tones of orbital frequencies, and perhaps the most telling, the apparent absence of
spectral power at 413 ky (Imbrie et al., 1993).
Frequency modulation is a phase- and frequency-locking process that transfers
energy from one frequency band into another, and creates new frequencies (called
sidebands) as combination tones of the carrier and the modulating frequencies, and
thus a good example of nonlinear cross talk among the frequencies that make up
the response.
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2.2. THE MID - PLEISTOCENE CLIMATE SWITCH
Around 950 ky ago, a prominent switch in the frequency response of the climate system to orbital forcing occurred. This phenomenon, usually called the
mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT), resulted in a change from the 41 ky predominant glaciation period to a new ∼100 ky period, without a corresponding change
in the forcing orbital frequencies, as shown in Figure 2a. Though a number of
explanations have been proposed, the MPT continues to be one of the most puzzling examples of the nonlinear character of climate response. Figure 2a clearly
shows that the oscillatory response of the climate switches frequency and amplitude at about 950 ky ago while the forcing is essentially the same throughout.
Mudelsee and Schulz (1997) estimate the ice mass to have increased by about
1.05 ± 0.20 × 1019 kg, equivalent to an ice sheet area expansion of 3.1 ± 0.7 × 1012
m2 and thickness of up to 3 km. Such a large increase in ice extent (and ice topography) must have created a new atmospheric circulation pattern and new feedbacks
to maintain the new, unprecedented climatic conditions (longer glaciations and
greater, thicker ice caps). A probable clue to the origin of the MPT is the fact that
around one million years ago the mean long-term trend of the insolation dropped
slightly to a new mean (Berger and Loutre, 1991). The corresponding decrease in
mean global temperature, amplified by feedbacks, could have shifted the climate
system’s sensitivity to forcing at lower frequency. The transformation of a mean
temperature step-like drop into a switch to a much lower resonant frequency is
a clear example of nonlinear response, consistent with the previously mentioned
transformation of amplitude modulation into frequency modulation.
2.3. ABRUPT WARMING EPISODES IN THE PALEOCLIMATE RECORD
Paleoclimate records over many time scales exhibit episodes of rapid, abrupt climate change, which may be defined as sudden climate transitions occurring at
rates faster than their known or suspected cause (Rahmstorf, 2001). Abrupt climate change is believed to be the result of instabilities, threshold crossings and
other types of nonlinear behavior of the global climate system (Clark et al., 1999;
Alley et al., 1999; Rahmstorf, 2000), but neither the physical mechanisms involved
nor the nature of the nonlinearities themselves are well understood. Figure 2b
shows selected examples of abrupt climate change in the form of rapid warming episodes followed by much slower cooling episodes. Each warming/cooling
sequence usually repeats at nearly equal time intervals, giving the time series
a characteristic quasi-periodic saw-tooth appearance that, remarkably, appears at
multiple time scales (as shown in the enlargement) and displays an unclear relation
to astronomical forcing.
Throughout most of the paleoclimate proxy data from sediments and ice cores,
there is a frequent repetition of this same theme; abrupt and fast warming (sometimes lasting only a few decades) followed by much slower cooling. This is a
pattern that, having happened often in the past, will likely happen in the future,
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Figure 2a. Examples of nonlinearities in the paleoclimate. The mid-Pleistocene transition (MPT).
The global ice volume proxy shows a sudden change in predominant frequency around 950 ky ago.
The top panel shows the data (Site 806), the next two panels show (top trace) the result of filtering the
data with a narrow band-pass filter centered at 100 ky and below it the corresponding astronomical
forcing (insolation) filtered in the same manner. The lower two panels show a similar comparison
but for a filter centered at 41 ky. The longer period records reflect the selective nonlinearity of the
system, as the response to 100 ky forcing is negligible for times earlier than 1 Ma, and after that it
becomes strong, without a corresponding change in the forcing. No similar relation is seen in the
short periods. (Modified from Clark et al., 1999; Mudelsee and Schulz, 1997).

which makes compelling evidence for the urgent need to improve our understanding of the physical processes involved. By itself, Figure 2b already provokes a
number of obvious and stimulating questions, such as, why are warming episodes
generally so much faster than cooling ones (saw-tooth)? How can rapid climate
change be triggered by slow change in orbital parameters? Does self-similarity
of response mean similarity of processes regardless of timescale? What nonlinear
processes are at work? Could the present rate of anthropogenic warming trigger
one of those abrupt, huge warming events of the last ice age?
The Dansgaard–Oeschger (D/O) oscillations of the last glacial shown in Figures 2b and 3a are among the clearest examples of abrupt warming episodes
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Figure 2b. Samples of climate change across different time scales and proxy records (stable isotopic
ratios) for global temperature and ice volume, including SST (sea surface temperature) deep-sea
sediment (Site 667) and ice cores (Vostok, GRIP). Note the typical saw-tooth shape which, created
by the fast warming/slow cooling sequences, appears to be independent of time scale, displaying an
intriguing self-similarity. Main warming periods are indicated by vertical light gray stripes. Also,
note the close similarity between the temperature oscillations in Greenland and in the sub-tropics
(Bermuda) (data taken from Raymo, 1997; GRIP Project Members, 1993; Petit et al., 1999; Sachs
and Lehman, 1999).

(regional temperature in Greenland increased suddenly by up to 10 ◦ C in just a
few decades and on multiple occasions). The climate was indeed highly variable
during glacial times and switched abruptly and frequently between cold and warm
modes. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) proposed the following mechanism. The
present-day climate state is characterized by a warm (switched-on) mode of the
thermohaline circulation (THC) being interpreted as an equilibrium state of the
underlying dynamics. Although a second stable state exists for the present-day
climate (see Figure 3b) representing a mode leading to much colder temperatures
over northern Europe (switched-off THC), a transition between the two has not
occurred during the Holocene because of the relatively large basin of attraction of
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the warm mode. Quite the contrary, during the last glacial period, a stable (cold)
and a marginally unstable (warm) mode existed for the dynamics of the THC with
a much smaller basin of attraction for the cold mode. Utilizing CLIMBER 2.3,
a climate model of intermediate complexity (whose framework is illustrated in
Figure 1), it can be shown that a relatively small perturbation of the freshwater
input at high latitudes is sufficient to switch the system into the marginally unstable mode whose lifetime is of the order of several hundred years. A sinusoidal
modulation with amplitude much smaller than the boundaries F1/F2 in Figure 3b
does not induce switching in the present-day climate but does result in periodic
switching under glacial conditions. Preliminary results indicate that in the presence of noise, this driving amplitude can be further reduced, resulting in a flipping
behavior typical of the nonlinear effect called stochastic resonance (Ganopolsky
and Rahmstorf, 2001). Finally, the D/O events can be explained if a mild periodic
forcing (of unknown origin) of the THC plus noise is assumed. This external trigger
becomes amplified due to the coexistence of a stable state and a marginally unstable
mode in the THC system. Such coexistence is impossible in a linear system; hence,
nonlinearity is a necessary condition for switching behavior.
2.4. THE ABRUPT DESERTIFICATION OF THE SAHARA
Paleoclimatic reconstructions suggest that during the Holocene climate optimum
(9000–6000 years ago), North Africa was wetter and the Sahara was much smaller
than today (Prentice et al., 2000). Annual grasses and shrubs covered the desert,
and the Sahel reached as far as 23◦ N (Claussen et al., 1999), over 500 km north
of its present location. During the Holocene optimum a slightly increased tilt of
the Earth’s spin axis and perihelion in July led to stronger insolation of the Northern Hemisphere during summer thereby strengthening the North African summer
monsoon (Kutzbach and Guetter, 1986). However, the North African climate is
sensitive to changes in land surface’s albedo, which can result from vegetation
removal. In fact, Charney and Stone (1975) recognized that high albedo resulting
from vegetation removal can enhance desert expansion by reducing rainfall, which
further reduces vegetation, in a strong, desert-expanding positive biogeophysical
feedback. This mechanism offers a possible explanation for climate changes in
the Sahara and particularly for increased drought in the Sahel and its southward
migration in late Holocene. Actually, when using present-day land-cover as initial
condition, models based solely on atmospheric processes do not yield an increase
in precipitation large enough to lead to a substantial reduction in the Sahara 6000
years ago (Joussaume et al., 1999). However, when feedbacks between atmosphere
and vegetation are incorporated, the models simulate a vegetation distribution in
good agreement with paleobotanic reconstructions (Claussen and Gayler, 1997;
deNoblet-Ducoudre et al., 2000; Doherty et al., 2000). Summarizing, precessional
forcing led to an enhancement of the African monsoon, creating conditions that
were then amplified mainly by atmosphere-vegetation feedbacks, and to a lesser
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Figure 3a. Perhaps the most puzzling feature of recent paleoclimate records, highly relevant to understanding future global climate change, is the fast-warming/slow-cooling sequence found in the stable
isotope fluctuations (δ 18 O) time series of Greenland’s ice cores known as the Dansgaard-Oeschger
(D/O) oscillations (Jouzel et al., 1994; Alley et al., 1999). The D/O typically show very sudden,
6–10 ◦ C warming episodes lasting a few centuries or perhaps even a few decades, followed by
millennia of relatively slow cooling. Remarkably, reconstructed sea surface temperatures (SST) in
the tropical Atlantic (Figure 2b) mimic the D/O record in the 30 ka to 60 ka interval, and similar
recordings are found in the subtropical Pacific and tropical Indian oceans. The longest period of
the signal in the inset is a submultiple of the precession forcing and evidence of precession forcing
exists elsewhere in the record (Rial, 2003). The ordinals near selected peaks correspond to numbered
interstadials and YD is the Younger Dryas event (Dansgaard et al., 1993).
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Figure 3b. Climate (temperature) stability as a function of freshwater input at high latitudes in the
North Atlantic (Modified from Paillard, 2001).

extent by atmosphere-ocean interaction (Ganopolski et al., 1998; Braconnot et al.,
1999). These lead to multiple equilibrium states (Claussen, 1997) with the possibility of abrupt changes when thresholds are crossed (Brovkin et al., 1998), as shown
in Figure 4 (modified from Claussen et al. (1999) and DeMenocal et al. (2000)).
This figure shows a model simulation of an abrupt decline in precipitation in the
Sahara (20◦ N–30◦ N and 15◦ W–50◦ E) around 5,500 years ago that is supported
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Figure 4. Simulation of transient development of precipitation (B), and vegetation fraction (C) as
response to changes in insolation (A depicts insolation changes on average over the northern hemisphere during boreal summer). Results from Claussen et al. (1999) (B, C) are compared with data of
terrigenous material and estimated flux of material in North Atlantic cores off the North African coast
(D) by deMenocal et al. (2000). The figure is reproduced from Figure 2.8, in Kabat et al. (2003), with
permission.

by observations from sediment cores off the North African coast. The rapid change
contrasts markedly with the slow decrease in insolation.
2.5. ABRUPT SHIFTS AND TRENDS OF HYDROCLIMATIC TIME SERIES
Here we illustrate abrupt shifts and trends of hydroclimatic time series that occur
at decadal time scales, as compared to hundreds and thousands of years in the
previous examples. The effect of these changes on the environment and society are
of current concern because of their occurrence during our lifetime. An example
of complex time series with multidecadal trends are the annual flows of the Niger
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River at Koulikoro (Figure 5) and the outflows from the African equatorial lakes
(Figure 6). As depicted in Figure 5, the Niger River series is characterized by a
slow decaying autocorrelation function, reflecting a long ‘memory’, yet there are
occasional large rapid shifts in the annual flows. Sveinsson et al. (2003) show that it
is possible to simulate statistically similar time series patterns of streamflows that
may occur in the future, and analyze the vulnerability of existing and projected
water supply systems in this region. As evident in the time series outflows from
the equatorial lakes measured at the Mongalla station for the period 1915–1983
(Figure 6), it is not necessary to employ any type of statistical analysis to recognize
that something peculiar happened with the outflow time series around 1962. Some
hydrologists have argued that such a sudden shift in the outflow may have been the
result of the lakes’ operation (e.g., Yevjevich, personal communication). However,
others (e.g., Lamb, 1966, Figure 1) have documented that Lake Victoria levels also
show a similar sudden shift during the same time period. Further analysis showed
that the period 1961–1964 has been the wettest consecutive period for the entire
historical precipitation record (Salas et al., 1981). Quite likely not only extreme
precipitation over the equatorial lakes (e.g., the major water input to Lake Victoria
is from precipitation over the lake itself) but also increases in the catchment runoff
and decreases in the lake evaporation and land evaporation/transpiration (as a result of increased cloudiness of heavy rainy periods during the same time period)
might have contributed to the occurrence of such significant and abrupt shifts in
the Equatorial lakes levels and lake outflows.

3. Nonlinear Irregular Oscillations and Chaos in Ocean-Atmosphere
Interactions
3.1. NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION AND EL NIÑO / SOUTHERN OSCILLATION
The North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a large-scale alternation of atmospheric
pressure fields (i.e., atmospheric mass) with centers of action near the Icelandic
Low and the Azores High. When sea-level pressure is lower than average in the Icelandic low pressure center, it is higher than average near the Azores, and vice-versa;
which can be described as a sort of see-saw oscillating behavior of the system.
Like ENSO (El Niño/Southern Oscillation), the NAO represents one of the most
important modes of decadal-scale variability of the climate system, and accounts
for up to 50% of sea-level pressure variability on both sides of the Atlantic (Hurrell,
1995). The NAO exerts a strong influence on precipitation and temperature on both
the eastern third of North America and western half of Europe, particularly during
winter months, and is responsible for many climatic anomalies (Beniston, 1997;
Hurrell, 1995).
The North Atlantic Oscillation index is computed as a difference of sea-level
pressure between the Azores (or Lisbon, Portugal) and Iceland. It is a measure
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Figure 5. Time series of annual streamflows of the Niger River, Africa for the period 1907–1999
showing a complex pattern of high and low flows. The autocorrelation function shows the effect of
long memory (modified from Sveinsson et al. 2003).

Figure 6. Time series of annual outflows from the African equatorial lakes measured at the Mongalla
station for the period 1915–1983, showing an abrupt shift around 1961 and slow decaying downward
trend (adapted from Salas et al. (1981). With permission).
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of the strength of zonal flows over the North Atlantic. A positive anomaly of the
NAO index represents a warm phase of the oscillation, with drier and warmer than
average conditions in the southern half of Europe. When the NAO index is strongly
positive, there is a general reduction in atmospheric moisture at high elevations
in the Alps (see e.g., Beniston and Jungo, 2002). Because of the highly positive
nature of the NAO index in the latter part of the 20th century, it is speculated
here that a significant part of the observed warming in the Alps results from shifts
in temperature extremes induced by the behavior of the NAO. These changes are
capable of having profound impacts on snow, hydrology, and mountain vegetation.
ENSO represents a nonlinear interplay of coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomena (e.g., Tziperman, 1994). El Niño is the warm phase of ENSO, whereby a
weakening of the prevailing easterly trade winds in the equatorial Pacific allows
the eastward propagation of warm surface water that normally accumulate to the
west of the Pacific basin. Associated areas of deep convection ‘migrate’ with the
propagation of the warm surface water, which are the principal energy source for
convection. The area of anomalously warm surface water at the peak of an El Niño
episode can reach 30 million km2 , roughly 3 times the size of Canada, and consequently the sensible and latent heat exchange at the ocean-atmosphere interface
is sufficient to perturb climatic patterns globally. This perturbation occurs in three
simultaneous steps: vertical transfer of energy, heat and moisture through the deep
convection, horizontal propagation through atmospheric flows at high elevations
and, in time, an ‘overflow’ into the mid-latitude synoptic systems that can reinforce or weaken surface pressure patterns and deflect the jet streams from their
usual trajectories. The cold phase of ENSO, commonly referred to as La Niña,
occurs sometimes (but not always) at the end of an El Niño event. Anomalously
cold waters invade the tropical Pacific region, and the strength of La Niña can in
some instances reverse the previously discussed anomaly patterns, i.e., by reversing
respective precipitation or drought patterns that occur during an El Niño event.
From a mechanistic point of view ENSO’s irregular oscillations can be understood as those of a low-order chaotic system (Pacific ocean-atmosphere oscillator)
driven by the seasonal cycle (Tziperman et al., 1994). Since chaotic systems are
not totally unpredictable, at least not for the short time scale, it may eventually be
possible to estimate a range of predictability for ENSO within which models can
forecast with precision its short-term evolution.
3.2. THE PACIFIC DECADAL OSCILLATION
One close climate process to ENSO is the Pacific Decadal Oscillation (PDO),
which is an atmosphere-ocean phenomenon associated with persistent, bimodal
climate patterns in the North Pacific Ocean. The PDO is a numerical index based on
sea surface temperatures (SSTs) in a specific region of the North Pacific (Mantua
et al., 1997), which shows sudden shifting patterns with mean levels switching
from positive to negative and vice versa in time scales of about 20–50 years (Salas
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Figure 7. Autocorrelation function and power spectrum obtained for the time series of annual PDO
indices for the period 1900–1999. The time series depicts abrupt shifts in addition to low frequency
variations that appear non-stationary. Most of the power is at periods around 50 years. The spectrum also shows clear periodicities at around 5.7 years (adapted from Salas and Pielke (2002). With
permission from John Wiley & Sons, Inc.).

and Pielke, 2002). In Figure 7 the autocorrelation function and spectrum reflect
the effect of a shifting low frequency pattern. Such shifting patterns illustrate the
nonstationarity of the climate system, in that the assumption of the stability of socalled ‘climate normals’ does not adequately represent the real climate system. In
comparison with ENSO, the physical dynamics associated with the PDO are not
well understood, and the phase of the PDO is generally not predictable, although
it is possible to create scenarios depicting similar shifting PDO patterns using
stochastic methods (Sveinsson et al., 2003).
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4. Nonlinearity and Feedbacks in the Carbon Cycle
4.1. ATMOSPHERE - CARBON CYCLE NONLINEAR FEEDBACKS
The ocean, vegetation, and soil on the land are currently absorbing about half of the
human emissions of atmospheric carbon dioxide (CO2 ), which has significant implications for global climate change (Schimel et al., 2000). The processes involved
in CO2 uptake by both land and ocean are known to be sensitive to the weather and
atmospheric CO2 concentration, as well as other environmental factors, e.g., human
perturbations to the nitrogen cycle (Vitousek et al., 1997). For example, the uptake
of CO2 by the ocean depends upon the difference in the CO2 concentration across
the ocean-air interface (which tends to increase as atmospheric CO2 rises), the solubility of CO2 in seawater (which reduces as temperature rises), and the transport
of CO2 to depth in the ocean (which is suppressed by thermal stratification and also
depends on the ocean circulation (Sarmiento et al., 1998)). Likewise, CO2 uptake
by plants tends to increase with increasing CO2 (depending upon the availability
of nutrients, water, temperature, and other variables, such as ozone concentration)
(Körner, 2000), but the breakdown of soil organic matter (SOM) is a highly nonlinear process, characterized by a number of nonlinear feedback loops involving
plants, microbes, SOM, and nutrient availability. Cheng (1999) characterized one
such loop operating in forests as follows: (i) increasing CO2 uptake by plants leads
to an increase in carbon inputs to the rhizosphere (plant roots, soil microorganisms,
soil); (ii) increased soil carbon may or may not stimulate increases in microbial
respiration; (iii) altered rhizosphere respiration may either increase or decrease
SOM decomposition; (iv) changes in SOM decomposition cause changes in soil
nutrient mineralization and immobilization; (v) changes in soil nutrient dynamics affect tree growth; and (vi) changes in tree growth have key implications for
global carbon sequestering, and hence, climate change. Supporting this, Gill et al.
(2002) reported that mineralization rates in soils of a Texas grassland decreased
nonlinearly with increasing CO2 , and speculated that such decreases in nitrogen
availability will likely have a detrimental effect on long-term plant productivity
and, ultimately, on ecosystem carbon storage.
4.2. LAND - USE / VEGETATION FEEDBACKS ON THE REGIONAL SCALE
Eastman et al. (2001a,b) have shown that land-use change, grazing, and increased
carbon dioxide can significantly alter the regional climate system in the central
Great Plains of the United States. Figure 8 shows these effects on maximum
and minimum temperature, rainfall, and above ground biomass growth during a
growing season in this region. For example, the effects of enhanced atmospheric
concentrations of CO2 on plant growth on a seasonal time scale are shown to
amplify the radiative effect of enhanced atmospheric CO2 on the region. The nonlinear effect of vegetation-atmospheric feedback on this scale results in a complex
spatial and temporal pattern of response. Not only is there a teleconnection of
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Figure 8. RAMS/GEMTM nonlinear coupled model results – the seasonal domain-averaged (central
Great Plains) for 210 days during the growing season, contributions to maximum daily temperature,
minimum daily temperature, precipitation, and leaf area index (LAI) due to: f 1 = natural vegetation,
f 2 = 2 × CO2 radiation, and f 3 = 2 × CO2 biology (adapted from Eastman et al. (2001), with
permission from Blackwell Publishing).

atmospheric conditions to locations distant from where the land feedback occurs,
but the landscape at distant locations itself is influenced by the altered weather.
In manipulative vegetation experiments where carbon dioxide concentrations are
arbitrarily increased, for example, this nonlinear feedback between the atmosphere
and land surface is missed since there is no feedback to the regional weather (with
greater vegetation cover resulting in greater summer rainfall and cooler maximum
temperatures.)
4.3. ‘ SATURATION ’ OF THE ATMOSPHERIC OXIDATION PROCESS
The removal of a large number of greenhouse and polluting gases from the atmosphere (including all hydrocarbons, carbon monoxide (CO), nitrogen oxides
(NOx ), sulfur oxides (SOx )) is accomplished through their reaction in the lower
atmosphere with the hydroxyl free radical (OH). This radical is produced by
processes involving nitrogen oxides, ozone, water vapor and short-wavelength ultraviolet radiation, and removed by reactions with the aforementioned gases. All
else being equal, lowering emissions of nitrogen oxides and/or increasing emissions of carbon monoxide and methane, could erode OH levels, and therefore
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increase the lifetimes of the above greenhouse gases (Thompson and Cicerone,
1986; Prinn et al., 2001). The atmospheric concentration of methane and other
greenhouse gases becomes a nonlinear function of emission rate since the reaction
process itself is dependent on their atmospheric concentrations, which in turn is
dependent on the emissions. Such combinations of emission changes therefore
constitute a positive feedback on climate change.
4.4. METHANE POSITIVE FEEDBACK PROCESSES
Methane is the third most important greenhouse gas (after water vapor and carbon dioxide). Two of its sources, or potential sources, exhibit nonlinear behavior.
Methanogens in the wetlands become increasingly active with warming above the
freezing point, while methane clathrate hydrates in submarine and subtundral deposits become methane sources above their known stability temperatures (Prinn et
al., 1999; Buffett, 2000). Atmospheric methane is already a significant consumer
of the very chemical (hydroxyl radical OH) which removes it. All else being equal,
increased methane emissions from wetlands and new emissions from clathrates
will therefore lower OH and increase the lifetime (and hence greenhouse forcing)
of methane above its current values (Prather, 1996). Thus, for methane, the two
sources above and the OH sink behave in a way that can constitute a significant
positive feedback on warming.
5. Consequences of a Complex, Nonlinear Earth System
In spite of the necessarily incomplete set of examples discussed above we hope to
have contributed to convey some of the challenges that researchers face in a field
where the dynamics are still being understood. The examples we chose illustrate
the existence of a wide diversity of nonlinear interactions that results in the recognizable variability of climatic processes, but we have only touched the surface. If
spatial domain and long-distance interactions are included, there is much more to
investigate. For example, large-scale atmospheric circulation patterns exert a major influence on local weather. Conversely, thunderstorm development exemplifies
how small-scale climate processes can upscale to affect large-scale atmospheric
circulations at long distances from the source of the disturbance (i.e., teleconnections). Another example is the land-use change in the tropics, which nonlinearly
influences thunderstorm patterns that propagate worldwide (Chase et al., 2000;
Zhao et al., 2000; Pielke, 2001b; Pielke et al., 2002).
On the other hand, our examples lead to an inevitable conclusion: since the
climate system is complex, occasionally chaotic, dominated by abrupt changes and
driven by competing feedbacks with largely unknown thresholds, climate prediction is difficult, if not impracticable. Recall for instance the abrupt D/O warming
events (Figure 3a) of the last ice age, which indicate regional warming of over
10 ◦ C in Greenland (about 4 ◦ C at the latitude of Bermuda). These natural warming
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events were far stronger – and faster – than anything current GCM work predicts
for the next few centuries. Thus, a reasonable question to ask is: Could present
global warming be just the beginning of one of those natural, abrupt warming
episodes, perhaps exacerbated (or triggered) by anthropogenic CO2 emissions?
Since there is no reliable mechanism that explains or predicts the D/O, it is not
clear whether the warming events occur only during an ice age or can also occur
during an interglacial, such as the present. Other limitations in predictive skill for
a variety of environmental issues have been recently discussed in Sarewitz et al.
(2000), so prediction of future environmental change seems daunting, at least at
present.
Hence, it appears that one should not rely on prediction as the primary policy approach to assess the potential impact of future regional and global climate
change. We argue instead that integrated assessments within the framework of
vulnerability (IAV) offer the best solution, whereby risk assessment and disaster
prevention become the alternative to prediction.
In the Working Group II Report of the IPCC, vulnerability is defined as ‘the
degree to which a system is susceptible to, or unable to cope with, adverse effects of climate change, including climate variability and extremes’ (McCarthy,
2001). The vulnerability of a particular system is, of course, a function of both the
magnitude and rate of climate change as well as the current state of the system
(i.e., its adaptive capacity). Using this methodology, ‘impact models’ are applied
to assess the spectrum of potential changes in environmental forcings that result in
deleterious effects on a particular system. This quantification of the vulnerability
of a system can provide insight into the relative importance of climate, with respect
to other environmental influences. For example, Vörösmarty et al. (2000) use the
IAV approach to demonstrate that population growth is a much greater threat to
potable water supplies than the IPCC-predicted climate change. Other examples are
reported in Kabat et al. (2003), including the mathematical formalism to investigate
vulnerability.
The value of a vulnerability assessment is that the approach focuses on the
integrated effect of the spectrum of forcings and feedbacks on a system (e.g water
resources). Instead of attempting to predict the future state of a system, the risk
to a resource from all environmental (or other) threats is determined including the
presence of thresholds and their resiliency. Prevention substitutes prediction.
Global and regional projections based on models, the paleoclimatic and paleoenvironmental records, the historical record, and worst-case perturbations of the
historical record can be used to estimate which vulnerabilities have a reasonable
likelihood of occurring and eventually how to cope with them. Examples of the
application of the vulnerability approach, which can be used to assess the resilience
and sensitivity of different countries and cultures to environmental disturbance,
include ‘what if’ scenarios such as:
• The ‘dust bowl’ years of the 1930s were to occur again in the United States;
• The ‘Little Ice Age’ were to reoccur in Western Europe;
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• An abrupt warming on the scale of the D/O (Figure 3a) was to occur; or
• Major volcanic eruptions similar to Tambora in 1815 were to take place?
The consequences (and, when possible, the probabilities) of these events need to
be assessed in the context of current socioeconomic and cultural conditions.

6. Recommended Research Areas
We have provided examples to illustrate that inputs and outputs within the Earth’s
climate system are not proportionate, that change is often episodic and abrupt – not
gradual and continuous – and multiple equilibria are the norm, not the exception
– consistent with the presumed nonlinear nature of Earth’s climate system. Actually, that the Earth’s climate system responds nonlinearly to (internal or external)
forcing seems widely accepted. However, what sort of nonlinearities are there, how
strong, and whether driven by astronomical forcing, by internal feedbacks, or by
both is far less clear, and only poorly understood. Given this, it is imperative for
the research community to adopt a research strategy that embraces the nonlinear
climate paradigm by, for instance, learning to identify the symptoms of nonlinearity
in the data, and to use the modern theoretical and practical means (models, data
processing) of diagnosing major climatic threats to society.
Therefore, we have agreed on a list of desirable research strategies – some of
which are specific, employing integrated assessments within the framework of a
vulnerability approach, and some of which are general. The list is not intended to be
exhaustive but hopefully illustrative of the many challenges (and opportunities) facing the Earth’s climate system research community. Accordingly, we recommend
to
• Explore the limits to climate predictability and search for switches and choke
points (or hot spots) of environmental change and variability.
• Construct models to explain the nonlinear response of the climate system to
changes in insolation forcing due to orbital parameter changes, an objective
best approached from the paleoclimate perspective.
• Improve our vision of the climate’s future through a better understanding of its
history. Paleoclimate and hydroclimate records exhibit abrupt changes in the
form of rapid warming events, the irregular oscillations of ENSO, catastrophic
floods, sustained droughts, and many other nonlinear response characteristics.
Extracting, identifying, categorizing, modeling and understanding these nonlinearities will greatly help our ability to understand the present and future
state of the climate.
• Develop GCMs coupled to low-dimensional energy balance ice sheet/lithosphere hybrid models (e.g., Deconto and Pollard, 2003) that can simulate the
interaction between hydrosphere, atmosphere and land over a wide range of
spatial (continental to global) and temporal (centennial, millennia) scales.
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• Understand the global connectivity and variability of ocean-atmosphere coupled phenomena, such as the North Pacific Oscillation (NPO), the Pacific
Decadal Oscillation (PDO), the Arctic Oscillation (AO), the North Atlantic
Oscillation (NAO), and the El Niño/Southern Oscillation (ENSO).
• Promote research to improve techniques that measure directly or indirectly
the spectral variability of the Sun’s irradiance output at decadal and millennial
scales.
• Understand the physics of the ocean thermohaline circulation (THC), whose
collapse may be one important cause of major climatic change in Western
Europe and North America (Rahmstorf, 2000).
• Perform sensitivity experiments with global climate models to evaluate the
response of the climate system to biospheric interactions (including vegetation
dynamics, and the effect associated with the anthropogenic input of carbon
dioxide and nitrogen compounds), the microphysical effects on clouds and
precipitation due to anthropogenic aerosol emissions, and land-use change
including fragmentation of ecosystems. Existing experiments to explore these
effects include Cox et al. (2000), Eastman et al. (2001b), and Pielke (2001a,b).
• Investigate the benefits and risks of large-scale deliberate human intervention
in the climate system. For example, carbon sequestration, associated with
land-management practices could be a strategy to remove CO2 from the atmosphere. This should include the concurrent effect on water vapor fluxes
into the atmosphere and the net irradiance received at the Earth’s surface (e.g.,
Betts, 2000; Claussen, 2001; Pielke, 2001c). Another example is the effect of
the construction of large-scale water systems and the control of large lakes
such as Lake Victoria and the Great Lakes on regional climate systems.
• Identify locations or regions that are particularly sensitive to or easily impacted by the planetary climate system. The Amazon rain forest and its fluvial
regime (Cox et al., 2000; Werth and Avissar, 2002), Southeast Asia (Chase
et al., 2000), the North Atlantic Ocean (Rahmstorf, 2000), the Arctic Ocean
(Foley et al., 1994), the boreal forest (Bonan et al., 1992), and the Nile River
system are examples of such sensitive locations.
• Investigate in increasing detail, nonlinear interactions involving changes in
biospheric emissions of chemically and radiatively important trace gases,
changes in atmospheric chemistry affecting the lifetimes of these gases, and
resultant changes in radiative forcing. Examples of such investigations using
simplified models include Homes and Ellis (1999) and Prinn et al. (1999).
To conclude, we recommend the development of new educational initiatives on
environmental/climate science. The complexity of the climate system, its myriad of parts, interactions, feedbacks and unsolved mysteries needs researchers
able to transcend their own specialties, jump over and build bridges across artificial disciplinary boundaries. Hence, a fundamental requirement for the future
environmentalist/climatologist is a firm grasp of the mathematics and physics of
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nonlinearity and of the methods and goals of interdisciplinary climate science.
We enthusiastically endorse John Lawton’s (2001) call for establishing specific
programs on ‘Earth System Science’ (ESS) at various institutions and universities, in order to provide upcoming generations of scientists with insight into the
complexity, the interdisciplinary nature and the crucial importance of these themes
for the future of humanity. The greatest challenge is to build a strong research
infrastructure that defines ESS, and as Lawton notes, the greatest barrier at present
is the lack of organizations ready to nurture this new discipline.
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